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English grammar quiz questions with answers ppt

1 Grammar quiz 2 text binding operations It is better to take a taxi. ___, you're late. a) consequently b) also c) otherwise 3 Text binding points Do you think this is something ___ can learn? a) who (b) to c) the conjunction can be omaned from 4 textual knitting points Do not go out ___ finished the work. a) like b) while c) while c) until 5 Text binding points Make sure
to close all windows ___ starts to fall. a) after b) before c) the 6 text connectives ___ you see me get in the car. A. As soon as B. Up to 7 verbs each of them ___ on the radio every day. a) listen b) listen to c) listen to 8 Verbs george ___ school every morning by bike. a) go b) go to 9 Verbs Every four years, the Olympic yould ___ at the opening of the Olympic
Games. a) lights up b) lights up c) the lighting 10 Verbs the USA ___ the country that ___ the races a) was hosted by b) was hosted c) is, hosts 11 Prepositions I've decided ___ the name ___ the baby yet? a) a, a b) about that 12 Prepositions He was angry ___ himself for making such stupid mistakes. a) about b) the 13 prepositions Do not wait ___ me. I've got a
lot of work to do here. a) a b) the 14 Prepositions Jenny ___ work now. a) (a) (b) (a) (d) more than 15 prepositions for my birthday fall ___ on July 25th a) a b) behind (c) d) the 16 Pronouns If I happen to see my parents this weekend, give ___ my regards. a) him b) him c) them 17 Pronouns We met a friend ___ at the mall yesterday. a) ours b) us 18 pronouns I can
not find ___ pencil. Can I use ___ , Mary? a) my, yours b) mine, the 19 Pronouns Give back ___ . This ___. a) me, mine b) me, my 20 Identify the parts of SpeechI bought a nice dress at the mall. a) I have an adverf b) I have a verb c) I have an adjective d) I have a noun e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have an conjunction h) I have an interjection 21
Identify the speech partsWhat you asked you to do? a) An adverf b) A verb c) I have an adjective d) I have a noun e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have a conjunction h) I have an interjection 22 Identify the parts of SpeechI left my shoes under the kitchen table. a) An adverf b) An adjective c) An adjective d) I have a noun e) I have a preposition f) I
have a pronoun g) I have an conjunction h) There is an interjection 23 Identify the parts of his speechIf we finish the work quickly we can go to the movies. a) An adverf b) A verb c) I have an adjective d) I have a noun e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have an conjunction h) I have an interjection 24 Identify the parts of SpeechI I want to go to a university
in Adelaide. a) An adverf b) A verb c) I have an adjective d) I have a noun e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have an conjunction h) I have an interjection 25 Identify the parts SpeechAndy knocked on the door, but no one answered. a) I have an adverb) A verb c) I have an adjective d) I have a noun e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have a
conjunction h) I have an interjection 26 Identify the parts of speech after lunch let's go A coffee. a) An adverf b) A verb c) There is an adjective d) There is a noun e) There is a preposition f) There is a pronoun g) There is a conjunction h) There is an interjection 27 Identify the parts of SpeechYikes! I'm late for class. a) An adverb) A verb c) I have an adjective d) I
have a noun e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have an conjunction h) I have an interjective 28 Identify the parts of SpeechSwimming good practice. a) An adverf b) A verb c) An adjective d) I have a noun (gerund) e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have a conjunction h) I have an interjection 29 Grammar Quiz Answers 30 Text conjunctions
Better to take a taxi. ___, you're late. a) consequently b) also c) otherwise 31 Text binding points Do you think this is something ___ can learn? a) who b) to c) the conjunction can be oportable 32 Textual conjunctions Do not go out ___ finished the work. a) like b) while c) while c) until 33 Text binding businesses Make sure to close all windows ___ start to fall. a) after
b) before c) the 34 text connectives ___ you see me get in the car. A. As soon as B. Up to 35 verbs each of them ___ on the radio every day. a) listen b) listen c) listen to 36 Verbs George ___ school every morning by bike. a) go b) go 37 verbs every four years, the Olympic yould ___ at the opening of the Olympic Games. a) lights up b) lights up c) the lighting 38
Verbs the USA ___ the country that ___ the races a) was hosted by b) was hosted c) is, hosts 39 Prepositions I've decided ___ the name ___ the baby yet? a) a, a b) the 40 Prepositions He is angry ___ himself for making such stupid mistakes. a) about b) the 41 prepositions do not wait ___ for me. I've got a lot of work to do here. a) a b) the 42 Prepositions Jenny
___ work now. a) (a) (b) (a) (d) more than 43 Prepositions My Birthday falls ___ on July 25 a) a b) behind (c) d) the 44 Pronouns If you happen to see your parents this weekend to ___ my regards. a) her b) her c) them 45 Pronouns We met a friend ___ at the mall yesterday. a) ours b) us 46 pronouns I can not find ___ pencil. Can I use ___ , Mary? a) my, yours b)
mine, the 47 Pronouns Give back ___ . This ___. a) me, mine b) me, my 48 Identify the parts of SpeechI bought a nice dress at the mall. a) I have an adverf b) I have a verb c) I have an adjective d) I have a noun e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have a conjunction h) I have an interjection 49 Identify the speech partsWhat you asked you to do? a) An
adverf b) A verb c) I have an adjective d) I have a noun e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have a conjunction h) I have an interjection 50 Identify the parts of SpeechI left my shoes under the kitchen table. a) An adverf b) A verb c) An adjective d) I have a noun e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have a conjunction h) There is an interjection 51
Identify the rumour partsIf we finish the work quickly we can go to the cinema. a) There is an adverm b) I have a verb c) I have an adjective d) I have an b) I have a verb c) I have an adjective d) I have one e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have an conjunction h) I have an interjection 52 Identify the parts of SpeechI would like to go to a university in
Adelaide. a) An adverf b) A verb c) I have an adjective d) I have a noun e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have an conjunction h) I have an interjection 53 Identify the parts SpeechAndy knocked on the door, but no one answered. a) An adverf b) A verb c) An adjective d) I have a noun e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have an conjunction h)
I have an interjective 54 Identify the parts of speech after lunch let's go out for a coffee. a) An adverf b) A verb c) There is an adjective d) There is a noun e) There is a preposition f) There is a pronoun g) There is an conjunction h) There is an interjection 55 Identify the parts of SpeechYikes! I'm late for class. a) An adverb) A verb c) I have an adjective d) I have a
noun e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have an conjunction h) I have an interjective 56 Identify the parts of SpeechSwimming good practice. a) I have an adverf b) I have a verb c) I have an adjective d) I have a noun (gerund) e) I have a preposition f) I have a pronoun g) I have an conjunction h) I have an interjection english grammar test: Run-ons,
Comma Splices, and Fragments English grammar test: Run-ons, Comma Splices, and Fragments Those who are interested in English grammar will enjoy this quiz as it focuses on some things that most writers find difficult mastering. What do you know about run-ins, commas and fragments?... Questions: 15 | Trials: 19964 | Last Updated: October 14, 2020 Which
sentence is correct? There are four restaurants in our city, only one open at 7:00. There are four restaurants in our city, only one is open at 7:00 a.m. There are four restaurants in our city; It's only open at 7:00 a.m. There are four restaurants in our city; There's only one open at 7:00. Only one is open at 7:00 a.m., there are four restaurants in our city. Grammar Quiz:
Subjects, and subject complement grammar quiz: subjects, and subject matter complements This is a 15-question-long English grammar quiz for direct and indirect subjects, subject completes such as predicate nominatives and predicate adjectives. The purpose of this medium-sized test is to provide a short exercise... Questions: 15 | Trials: 17493 | Last Updated:
Apr 6, 2020 These envelopes are small. What is the word small? English Grammar Quiz: Synonym &amp; Antony English Grammar Quiz: Synonym &amp; Antony This test tests your knowledge of the English language. synonyms and antonyms. The synonym is simply a word that has the same sense and usage of another, for example, the quick synonym is fast.
A... Questions: 20 | Trials: 12451 | Last Updated: August 6, 2020 Follow a short English grammar quiz! A short English grammar quiz! Many advantages of proper grammar are the same as a useful vocabulary, the most important one being effective communication. Do you think you have excellent grammar skills? Below is a grammar 9. . . Questions: 9 | Trials:
11016 | Last Updated Jul 8, 2020 2020 the following correctly exactly? Because I ate too many cakes, I felt bad. Because I ate too many cakes, I felt bad. Modals express ability! Grammar Trivia Quiz Modals express ability! Grammar trivia quiz is during a grammar trivia quiz that aims to see how much you understand when it comes to Modals express ability. These
specific modals show the chances of an outcome or event taking place, and most people have a hard... Questions: 6 | Trials: 7811 | Last Updated Aug 2, 2019 I would like to ask Malik to translate this letter from French to Arabic. He is also ............. He's a very good Frenchman. Grammar: Nouns and verbs quiz number one and multiple! Grammar: Nouns and verbs
quiz number one and multiple! Welcome back to another English grammar quiz; you need to select the correct noun and verb based on contextual clues. So if you're learning English or preparing for a test at school, you'll need to be toward testing what... Questions: 15 | Trials: 5984 | Last Updated Jul 20, 2020 There______________________ two
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Make the English grammar practice test! The key to understanding the entire English language is understanding grammar and spelling the words you use every day. This little quiz is specifically evaluated for grammar and spelling. Try it... Questions: 15 | Trials: 5539 | Last Updated Jul 28, 2020 Fill in the blank: ________ is such a friendly man. Test your basic
English grammar skills quiz! Test your basic English grammar skills quiz! The best way to learn and keep something is by doing a lot of exercise. If you've just started learning English, this basic English grammar quiz is perfect for the practice you need. Give him a chance... Questions: 20 | Trials: 4658 | Last Updated Jul 20, 2020 10:00 A.M. Go: Grammar quiz!
Trivia Test Tooth: Grammar Quiz! Trivia Test Do you feel you can pass the grammar quiz? Grammar is an important part of how we communicate, like people. The composition of clauses, phrases and words is governed by structural rules governing the composition of natural languages. This... Questions: 12 | Trials: 4251 | Last Updated A.D. December 20, 2020
Tomorrow. My flight's in the morning. When are you leaving? Let?
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